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Introduction
Cuban Kings takes trips all around South America to explore the fine variety of Latina babes present
there. This reality porn site picks up the cream of the amateur crop, and proceeds to show just how wild
these girls get in the bedroom once you get them relaxed.

Adult Review
The first thing Cuban Kings is going to do is make you laugh. Their trailer video features a video store clerk naked, with a hot
South American chick bent over the counter. As he's railing her he's also accepting video returns - now that's a multi-tasker!
  
  The member's area at Cuban Kings is simple and easy to get around. The main page shows the latest updates, and there's
plenty of sections to browse through. There are 30 scenes in total, with updates every two weeks. 
  
  The episodes feature a variety of reality Latina porn. Some of the girls want to indulge in pussy licking, others can't keep
their hands off some cock, and still more end up fucking in rather public places. The videos are offered at 1280x720, and are
rather lengthy for reality porn episodes at 30 minutes on average. The quality is top notch, and you can choose to download
or stream the video. 
  
  Download formats are WMV and MP4, and clip options are available if your connection is too slow for full downloads. A
full photo gallery comes along with each set to follow along with the action. These are good quality pictures shown at
910x620 and have a zip download.

Porn Summary
Cuban Kings finds exclusive amateur Latinas and talks them into going wild on camera. These Latina ladies will knock you
out of your socks, especially when you get to enjoy the action in full HD porn. 

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Real Latina Porn Starring Some Rare Hispanic Cuties'
Quality: 88  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 94 Interface: 86
Support: 90 Unique: 89    Taste: 90        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Hardcore, HD, Latina, Reality
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